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Despite an early interest in pediatrics among psychologists and a natural partnership between psychology and pediatrics, psychologists’ impact on services for children in primary care settings could be much greater than it is. The purpose of this article is to describe the special contributions of pediatric psychologists and pediatricians in the development of comprehensive, integrated systems of health care for children; the importance of health behavior change as a preventive measure in the lives of children and adolescents; and how psychologists, through their leadership in clinical, research, and advocacy efforts, can harness the important resources of family relationships to promote the health of children.
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In his presidential address to the American Academy of Pediatrics, J. L. Wilson (1964) asked a question that was an emerging concern for pediatricians of the day: “Who is to attend to the common emotional or behavioral problems of children?” (p. 988). Wilson (1964) believed that psychologists were part of the answer, saying “I feel very strongly that one of the things I would do if I could control the practice of pediatrics would be to encourage groups of pediatricians to employ their own clinical psychologists . . . . Such an approach, it seems to me, is the only practical step to aid us in solving many of the problems in childhood and adolescence.” (p. 988)

As the practice of pediatrics shifted in the 1960s away from a focus on infant and child morbidity and mortality toward concerns about child development and behavior, pediatricians like Wilson were joined by psychologists such as Jerome Kagan, Logan Wright, Dorothea Ross, Lee Salk, and others in launching a new specialty of “pediatric psychology” (Mesibov, 1984; Routh, 1975) that included practice models for integrated and primary care. Far ahead of its time, the concept of a “medical home” was first introduced by the American Academy of Pediatrics in 1967 (American Academy of Pediatrics, Council on Pediatric Practice, 1967), and early practice models were shaped by close psychologist/pediatrician collaborations that focused on child development, family supports, health promotion, and disease prevention.

Despite the early interest of psychologists and a natural partnership between psychology and pediatrics, psychologists’ impact on the range of services for children in primary care settings has not maximized its potential. The purpose of this article is to describe the special contributions of pediatric psychologists in the development of comprehensive systems of health care for children. We also describe the importance of behavior change as a preventive and therapeutic resource for the health of children. As experts in assessment, development, and mental health and through their leadership in clinical, research, and advocacy efforts, psychologists can be effective partners in harnessing the important resources of family relationships to promote children’s health.

Traditional vs. Primary Care Case Illustration

Consider the following case scenario to highlight the impact that primary care psychologists can make in a pediatric office. A single mother brings her four-year-old son and two-year-old daughter for scheduled well-child care appointments. Both children are healthy, but the boy is overweight (at the 90th percentile for his age). The mother expresses concerns that her son’s behavior is difficult for her to manage. He is active, defiant, and aggressive toward his sister. Unlike her brother, the little girl is underweight and small for her age. She is not talking, makes minimal eye contact, and tends to line up toys rather than play interactively with them. In a traditional primary care practice, the pediatric primary care provider (PPCP) may spend 11–20 minutes or fewer (Halton, Stevens, Larson, & Olson, 1988)...
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2011) with each child, during which time the focus is likely to be on updating vaccinations, monitoring height and weight, and discussing safety. The PPCP may indicate his or her concern about the boy’s behavior and encourage the mother to contact a mental health resource in the community, where the waiting time for an appointment is a few months. The mother may be instructed to increase caloric intake for the girl and to return for a weight check in 2 months. More than likely, services for the children will not be initiated, nor will there be any improvements in the children’s conditions at the next primary care visit.

In an integrated primary care setting, the responses to this clinical scenario would be quite different. A formal developmental-behavioral screening protocol would be in place so both children might have been identified as needing further evaluation by a behavioral health provider even before the visit took place. The mother would be encouraged to participate in on-site parent education groups or individual interventions focused on parent–child interactions to decrease the boy’s aggressive behavior. Family-centered, evidence-based interventions for childhood obesity would be recommended that could be implemented on site and led by the psychologist. A developmental evaluation for a possible autism spectrum or other neurodevelopmental disorder and a feeding assessment would be conducted by the psychologist in the primary care clinic to identify early intervention services for the little girl. The primary care team would have access to all records and collaborate in the treatment planning; follow-up visits likely would involve the PPCP and the primary care psychologist. One of the team members (possibly the psychologist or another provider under the direction of the psychologist and PPCP) would be in contact with community resources involved with the family such as schools and early intervention programs to assist with coordination of care.

**Pediatric Primary Care Priorities**

Fortunately, most children are healthy and obtain health care services in outpatient primary care settings, not in hospitals or specialty care clinics. In the United States, PPCPs are usually pediatricians, family medicine physicians, or advanced practice nurses, nurse practitioners, or physician assistants. In the medical home framework, the PPCP serves as the coordinator of all the health care that the patient receives, including behavioral health care. However, a medical home model does not necessarily presume that mental health services are available on-site. As in adult medicine, pediatric settings that include on-site behavioral health programs are referred to as “co-located,” “collaborative,” or “integrated” primary care settings depending on the extent to which services are integrated into the practice (Stancin, 2005; Stancin, Perrin, & Ramirez, 2009).

Psychologists in adult primary care settings tend to concentrate on strategies to reduce morbidity and improve health outcomes related to chronic illness. Likewise, pediatric psychology has focused on the psychosocial aspects of chronic physical health conditions among children, their siblings, and their parents. Behavioral health priorities in pediatric primary care settings tend to be broader, with a much greater emphasis on prevention and early intervention for developmental and behavioral conditions as well as management of chronic pediatric conditions and health risks, as outlined in Table 1.

It is worth noting that the epidemiology of chronic illnesses in pediatrics varies a great deal from what is seen in adult medicine. In adults, there are a few illnesses that are very common (e.g., diabetes, hypertension) so that primary care sites are able to organize efficient interventions around them. In pediatrics, the overall prevalence of chronic conditions is low, currently about 17% to 20% (Bloom, Cohen, & Freeman, 2010). This overall prevalence comprises many disparate physical illnesses, and none of them is very common. Even asthma, the most prevalent of the chronic physical illnesses in childhood, affects only about 9% of children under age 17. Other chronic physical conditions are found in less than 1% of children (e.g., congenital heart disease, seizure disorders, and diabetes). In contrast, the conditions with the highest prevalence and the most rapid growth in incidence among children are social, behavioral, and neurodevelopmental conditions—conditions in which psychologists have a critical role in prevention, ongoing care, and treatments to encourage behavior change.

Physical health status is linked to behavioral health issues in children as well as in adults. For example, children with fair or poor health status are nearly five times more likely to have a learning disability and more than twice as likely to be diagnosed with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) than are children with excellent or very good health (Bloom et al., 2010). Therefore, a noncategorical approach that addresses behavioral health in
the context of overall health care is the optimal way to make programs work in most pediatric primary care settings. A co-located mental health clinician can assist parents with coordination of care and address the complex needs for preventive and therapeutic medical and psychosocial interventions. In a medical home, the practice maintains a registry of patients with ongoing conditions and designates a "point person" to be available for questions and frequent check-ins with their families. Regular meetings between parents and professionals serve to predict and plan for upcoming challenges and necessary consultations or variations in the child’s educational or medical care plan. In many such practices, members of the office staff maintain systems for improved access to preventive and therapeutic mental health services. Although some programs include psychologists, many programs with opportunities for collaboration await participation by psychologists in greater numbers.

**Early Psychology–Pediatrician Efforts With Integrated Care**

A model pediatric practice with co-located mental health activities was described in 1967 (Smith, Rome, & Freedheim, 1967), but Carolyn Schroeder deserves credit for first envisioning and describing the potential scope and impact of a comprehensive pediatric primary care psychology practice (Schroeder, 1979, 2004). Schroeder established an integrated pediatric psychology practice that included clinical, teaching, research, community advocacy, and public health components. Among the earliest activities offered were telephone “call-in hours” for parents, evening parent education groups, brief “come-in” sessions for parents to discuss individual concerns, and a developmental screening program. She later expanded services to include prevention programs (e.g., a parent resource library and a series of parent handouts on common behavioral concerns such as toilet training) and provision of direct clinical care for a variety of problems (e.g., negative behaviors, anxiety, ADHD, adjustment issues). These interventions were shown to be cost-effective and efficient; they emphasized brief, problem-focused treatments, protocols for more commonly seen problems (e.g., enuresis, sleep problems, negative behaviors), and parent–child groups.

Others would follow to advocate for psychologists to develop primary care mental health services for children (e.g., see Christophersen, 1982; Drotar, 1995; Perrin, 1999; Roberts & Wright, 1982; Routh, Schroeder, & Koocher, 1983; Stancin, 1999). Major pediatric psychology textbooks began including chapters on primary care (Drotar, Spirito, & Stancin, 2003; Stancin et al., 2009). Others (e.g., Black, 2002; Spirito et al., 2003; Guevara, Greenbaum, Shera, Bauer, & Schwartz, 2009; Stancin, 2005; Wildman & Stancin, 2004; Williams, Shore, & Foy, 2006) recommended expansions of pediatric primary care services by pediatric psychologists.

**Opportunities for Clinical Collaboration**

Between 20% and 25% of children experience social-emotional problems that cause concern to their parents (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2009). Many more children have clinically significant problems, though these may not (yet) rise to the level of diagnosis of a psychiatric disorder (Briggs-Gowan et al., 2003). However, fewer than half of the children and parents needing mental health support actually receive it, and at least half of adults with a diagnosed mental health disorder had symptoms of the disorder before the age of 14 but were not diagnosed or treated (Anda et al., 2007). With more than 90% of children in the United States seeing a PPCP each year, the primary care setting is ideal for screening and early intervention, but pediatricians struggle to find ways to identify, prevent, and assist with the mental health needs of children in primary care. Despite their increasing recognition of developmental-behavioral morbidities, pediatricians lack confidence in managing/treating mental health problems in children other than ADHD (Stein et al., 2008).

There is a striking shortage of qualified child mental health clinicians, especially for children younger than age 5 and for families in mid- and low-income groups and/or of minority background. For example, despite a growing evidence base for the benefits of parenting education programs and other social-emotional interventions for parents of young children, these programs are rarely accessible, affordable, and offered in comfortable and nonstigmatizing settings (Barlow & Parsons, 2003). Pediatric primary care settings provide the most accessible and least stigmatizing resource for many families who have concerns about their children’s development and/or behavior. A systematic package of mental health oversight is described in the *Bright Futures* (Hagan, Shaw, & Duncan, 2008) guidelines for pediatric care, which have been incorporated into the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (2010) as a standard of care. Bright Futures is a set of principles, strategies, and tools that serve as guidelines for maintaining the optimal health and well-being of children, adolescents, and families. These guidelines, endorsed by the American Academy of Pediatrics, include advice regarding health supervision, screening, and interventions for primary care providers in all health care settings and in communities, with a notable focus on mental health and resilience. Some pediatricians are adapting to changing demands by changing their practice structure to incorporate nonphysician colleagues in the standard care model. A national survey reported that 17% of pediatricians had a mental health clinician working in the primary care practice setting (Guevara et al., 2009). In a recent survey of Massachusetts pediatricians, 34% reported that they had one or more mental health colleague(s) in their office suite (Levy, Hill, Sheldrick, & Perrin, 2013; Perrin & Sheldrick, 2012).

Based on the growing recognition of the mental health needs in pediatrics, the American Academy of Pediatrics recently assembled a large Task Force on Mental Health to encourage more comprehensive and effective identification, prevention, and care for mental health disorders in pediatric practice. Recognizing the size and complexity of the needs, its report (Foy & American Academy of Pediatrics, 2010) recommended a number of innovations to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Pediatric Primary Care Psychology Priorities, Activities, and Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priorities</td>
<td>Description of activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention, screening, and early intervention</td>
<td>Systematic developmental screening of young children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global behavioral screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Targeting screening of adolescents for substance abuse, depression/anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identification and provision of support for suspected child abuse and neglect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parent education and family involvement to promote optimal child development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions with child behavioral problems and disorders</td>
<td>Individual or group parent-focused interventions for subclinical or mild behavior problems:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• e.g., sleep, tantrums, fears, defiant behavior, elimination and toileting problems, problematic feeding/eating behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brief, symptom-focused interventions for mild to moderate psychiatric disorders:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• e.g., attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), disruptive behavior disorders, depression, anxiety disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health promotion interventions with chronic health conditions (e.g., obesity, diabetes, asthma, sickle cell disease, seizures, headaches)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic health conditions</td>
<td>Health promotion interventions with chronic health conditions (e.g., obesity, diabetes, asthma, sickle cell disease, seizures, headaches)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental disorders</td>
<td>Assessment, interventions, and care coordination to address behavioral and developmental concerns in children with developmental disorders (e.g., ADHD, autism, intellectual disability, learning disorders, language disorders, sensory impairments, traumatic brain injuries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advocate for educational and community services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of family resources</td>
<td>Identification of resilience, stress, coping, parental mental health issues (e.g., depression, substance abuse)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
improve pediatric care—including the collaboration of pediatricians with psychologists, social workers, psychiatrists, and others in the community. The task force also addressed the barriers to developing an effective collaboration, such as fiscal and insurance constraints that limit its business viability, but this work is ongoing.

In more traditional outpatient child mental health settings, providers often intervene with children who present with multiple, severe problems with complex psychosocial factors at play. Dictated in part by demand, pediatric primary care interventions by psychologists tend to target specific behavior problems of milder severity involving less complex psychosocial factors that are amenable to briefer approaches. Disruptive behaviors (e.g., tantrums, oppositional behavior, noncompliance, and aggression) are the most frequently referred problems in primary care, followed by mood- and school-related matters. The most common diagnoses made by psychologists in primary care settings are oppositional defiant disorder (22%–49%), anxiety disorder (23%–47%), ADHD (22%–45%), and adjustment disorders (14%), with many children having more than one diagnosis (Kolko, Campo, Kilbourne, & Kelleher, 2012; Sobel, Roberts, Rayfield, Barnard, & Rapoff, 2001). Other populations benefiting from psychologist/PCP collaboration include children and adolescents who have developmental disorders, acute medical symptoms (e.g., stress-related abdominal pain), or chronic medical conditions; who are exposed to violence; whose parents are depressed or engaged in substance abuse; or whose parents have been in military combat.

Within an integrated care model, pediatric psychologists are available to address developmental and behavioral concerns as they are identified rather than having to wait for families to navigate barriers to reach them in another setting. The psychologist’s level of involvement may range from being a consultant to serving as the primary therapist for the child and family. Co-located clinicians must avoid filling their time with traditional psychotherapy cases and approaches so that they can remain available for on-site consultations, brief follow-up interventions, supervision of screening and other programs, and informal consultations that are the central hallmark of a collaborative practice. On-site provision of services offers many benefits including greater patient access, continuity of care, trust by the PPCP, communication between medical and mental health clinicians, and a reduction in stigma. Furthermore, it has been shown that a much larger proportion (up to 66%) of families referred for on-site counseling follow through with mental health referrals, compared with fewer than 5% of families referred for off-site counseling (Lieberman, Adalist-Estrin, Erinle, & Sloan, 2006). Similarly, Kolko et al. (2012) reported that 95% of children obtained recommended mental health services in their primary care setting as opposed to 17% of children who were referred to outside providers; 78% of children served in-house completed their treatment as opposed to none of the children referred elsewhere. If psychopharmacological treatments are indicated, an office-based psychologist may ensure coordination of the pharmacological and psychological interventions and follow-up monitoring and care.

An example of the critical importance of recognizing the complex interplay of biopsychosocial factors in the causes and treatment of disease involves the current epidemic of obesity. The incidence of childhood obesity has tripled in the past 30 years, such that now more than a third of children and adolescents in the United States are obese or overweight (Barlow & the Expert Committee, 2007). The short- and long-term health consequences (e.g., diabetes and cancer) are severe, as are secondary social and mood-related consequences that have been well documented. Multifaceted prevention and behavioral treatments are considered to be essential to addressing this health care crisis (Barlow, & the Expert Committee, 2007). Pediatric and child clinical psychologists have been on the forefront of developing and evaluating innovative prevention and treatment programs for obesity, including interventions in primary care (Berkowitz et al., 2013).

Let us return to opportunities to intervene with childhood asthma, unquestionably a highly prevalent (and increasing) public health problem with considerable morbidity and health care costs (McQuaid & Abramson, 2009). As experts in the care of children with chronic health conditions, pediatric psychologists are uniquely suited to address the complex family issues contributing to problems with treatment adherence and disease management and to implement interventions to foster skills necessary to cope with treatment. Psychological interventions that have been shown to improve asthma outcomes can be adapted for use in primary care settings, such as self-management training, problem-solving techniques, family-based interventions, motivational interviewing, and relaxation training/biofeedback (McQuaid & Abramson, 2009). The same may be said for other medical conditions affecting children such as diabetes, seizures, cancer, sickle cell anemia, Crohn’s disease, migraine headaches, and so forth.

Effective interventions to address child behavior problems in pediatric primary care settings may utilize the pediatric psychologist as a supervisor of less highly trained clinicians. For example, Lavigne et al. (2008) compared three interventions for children with oppositional defiant disorder. Twenty-four pediatric practices with a relatively educated parent population were randomized to receive (a) nurse-led or (b) psychologist-led group manualized parent training treatment or (c) a minimum intervention consisting of just the companion treatment book. Results indicated sustained behavioral improvements in all three conditions, with better results for parents who attended more intervention sessions. Likewise, Berkovits, O’Brien, Carter, and Eyberg (2010) combined systematic screening and evidence-based preventive interventions with a sample of 3- to 6-year-old children with subclinical disruptive behavior problems. Parents were randomized to receive either group sessions or written information on effective parent–child interactions. Results indicated that both interventions were effective in decreasing child behavior problems and ineffective parenting strategies, with results maintained at a 6-month follow-up. Perrin, Sheldrick, McMenamy, Hen-
Education and Training

One strategy to address the unmet mental health needs of children is to enhance training of physicians to treat psychosocial issues during primary care visits. The earliest efforts to enhance training for collaboration arose in curricula for family medicine training programs. In fact, the American Academy of Family Practice has required residency programs to include behavioral health faculty since the 1960s. The formal recognition of developmental-behavioral pediatrics as a subspecialty in 2000, and the requirement that all pediatric residents receive dedicated instruction in this discipline during their training, has increased pediatricians’ awareness of the complexity of developmental and behavioral conditions affecting growing numbers of children and families. For many years, pediatric psychologists have had a major role in pediatricians’ training. Among the more recent efforts to educate PPCPs to better address psychosocial concerns in primary care are incorporating motivational interviewing techniques in practice and placing postdoctoral psychologists in pediatric resident continuity clinics to provide on-site consultation and oversight (Pisani, LeRoux, & Siegel, 2011).

The publication of guidelines for primary care physicians for the evaluation and treatment of ADHD has increased the confidence of some PPCPs in diagnosing and treating children with this disorder, but the increased prevalence, increased complexity, and chronic nature of this condition have resulted in increased interest on the part of PPCPs in collaborating with mental health colleagues in the long-term care of such children. Furthermore, PPCPs acknowledge that they are less comfortable diagnosing and treating anxiety, depression, and other behavioral problems in children (Stein et al., 2008). The Resource for Advancing Children’s Health (REACH) Institute (www.thereachinstitute.org) has embraced the challenge of teaching pediatricians to identify, treat, and monitor children’s psychiatric disorders with only occasional consultation from mental health specialists.

Specialized training of psychologists is necessary in order to have a workforce that is adequately prepared to be effective in primary care settings (Roensky & Janicke, 2012). The Society of Pediatric Psychology has recognized the importance of developing competency standards and is finalizing recommendations for a broadly defined scope of pediatric psychology practice (Palermo et al., 2013). However, specific competencies necessary for successfully functioning in pediatric primary care settings can then be translated into training goals and objectives have yet to be established. A priority for an American Psychological Association (APA) Division 54 (Society of Pediatric Psychology) Task Force on Integrated Care is the melding of the Pediatric Psychology Competencies (Palermo et al., 2013) and the Competencies for Psychology Practice in Primary Care (McDaniel et al., 2014, this issue) to delineate specific competency and training recommendations for psychologists in pediatric primary and integrated care settings (Stancin & Stancin, 2013).

Models of Collaborative/Integrated Practice

Collaborative practice models have been studied and reviewed much more extensively for internal medicine and family medicine practices than for pediatric practices (Collins, Hewson, Munger, & Wade, 2010). In pediatrics, as in adult settings, co-location signifies proximity of mental health providers but does not necessarily imply integration. Collaborative care suggests a greater degree of interdisciplinary and coordinated patient care, usually directed toward children with behavioral, developmental, or medical needs and with providers who may or may not be part of the same office staff. Fully integrated care implies that mental health services are a component of primary care, with behavioral health services available to all children. Therefore, psychologists in integrated practices tend to have large client loads, offset by more flexible time limits, briefer treatments, and open-ended treatment plans (i.e., treatment as needed over time). These providers are truly an integral part of the pediatric practice; that is, they attend regular staff meetings, they use the same medical chart, and scheduling and billing are accomplished by the pediatric office staff (Stancin et al., 2009).

A number of programs have developed comprehensive care models based on the integration of mental health clinicians and pediatricians (e.g., Perrin & Sheldrick, 2012). In a randomized controlled trial using “care managers” (trained master’s-level mental health clinicians) in pediatric practices, Kolko et al. (2012) demonstrated parental satisfaction with and clinical success in the care of children with ADHD and other externalizing problems. More children began and continued treatment protocols in the experimental group than among controls, and outcome measures documented greater improvements in symptoms.

The Massachusetts Child Psychiatry Access Program (MCPAP) is an example of an off-site collaborative consultation program. In this program, a range of mental health consultation services is available to enrolled PPCPs, usually by telephone. PPCPs may call to ask diagnostic questions, receive consultation on medication, or obtain guidance about community mental health resources. MCPAP is financed using state funds and is available to patients at no cost, regardless of insurance status. The program has been evaluated (Sarvet et al., 2010; Sheldrick, Mattern, & Perrin, 2012), modified, and replicated in various forms in over 20 other states.

Other innovative models of care that include psychologists working alongside pediatricians are the Guiding Appropriate Pediatric Services (GAPS) project, which fo-
cused on the care of children with chronic health conditions (McMenamy & Perrin, 2004), and the ongoing Advanced Parenting Education in Pediatrics (AEPPEP) project, which focuses on providing parenting advice and support within the pediatric primary care setting to parents of toddlers with early evidence of disruptive behavior (McMenamy, Sheldrick, & Perrin, 2011; Perrin et al., 2014). Still other programs include strategies for pediatric practices to provide brief mental health interventions in their offices for children with disruptive behaviors, primarily through manualized treatment protocols for working with their parents, either individually or in groups (e.g., the “Triple P” program, Sanders, 1999; Lavigne et al., 2008).

**Developmental and Behavioral Screening**

There is increasing national interest in—and a growing mandate for—developmental-behavioral screening as a routine part of pediatric health care (Stancin et al., 2009). Several states have begun to require (and pay for) systematic screening for Medicaid recipients, and many private payers are agreeing to similar policies. The proportion of pediatricians who report administering a validated screening instrument as part of their encounter has increased from 23% in 2002 to 47% in 2009 (Radecki, Sand-Loud, O’Connor, Sharp, & Olson, 2011), and routine screening has been shown to lead to increased identification and referrals (Kuhlthau et al., 2011). Follow-up of routine first-level population screening, usually not an appropriate role for a psychologist, can be done by pediatric office staff. However, with training in psychometrics as well as medical collaboration, pediatric psychologists are uniquely qualified to guide pediatricians in selecting valid and feasible methods for developmental and behavioral screening and to coordinate a systematic screening program and its requisite follow-up activities (Drotar, Stancin, Dworkin, Sices, & Wood, 2008).

There is evidence that co-locating a psychologist promoted effective developmental screening in a large cohort (N = 3,169) of children in a busy pediatric practice (Briggs et al., 2012). Children who screened positively on standardized measures and received intervention from the psychologist showed significant improvement on developmental measures compared with those who did not receive intervention.

**Unique Contributions of Psychologists in Primary Care**

Clinicians trained in many disciplines, including child and adolescent psychiatrists, clinical social workers, case managers, child life workers, health educators, and nurse clinicians, have much to offer to the primary care setting, but psychologists bring a unique perspective, knowledge base, and skill set. Psychologists may be involved in direct service provision (e.g., coordinating developmental-behavioral screening and follow-up programs, running discussion/information and therapeutic groups, conducting short-term psychotherapy with parents and/or children, facilitating effective referrals to community-based mental health and developmental resources), but other behavioral health providers (e.g., counselors, social workers, marriage and family therapists) may provide many of these services at lower cost. There have been few evaluations of the success of providers with different professional backgrounds and/or levels of experience working in integrated practice models. In an era of cost containment, it is possible that in many primary care settings, psychologists will be considered to be most valuable in leadership roles and/or in direct service provision to only the most complex patients.

Pediatric psychologists offer more than substantial clinical expertise. To more fully appreciate their potential contributions in pediatric primary care, they should be considered broadly as “health care providers” rather than “behavioral health providers,” because the scope of the skills and expertise they offer is much more expansive. Not only do pediatric psychologists focus on the behavioral and emotional problems of children, but they also are experts on health promotion, disease prevention, chronic illness, and neurodevelopmental disorders. Moreover, training in pediatric psychology facilitates the necessary and fundamental paradigm shift from a provider–patient model to a team–patient, interprofessional model in which a team shares not only care but also roles (Kirkpatrick, Vogel, & Nyman, 2011); blurred role boundaries between disciplines are acceptable (within the limits of professional scope of practice) in working toward shared goals of providing needed care. Also, because they are doctoral-level providers, psychologists are more likely to be considered as co-equal colleagues with physicians in an integrated care model.

Psychologists are well equipped to lead needs assessments and guide program development, to develop and carry out screening programs, to develop evidence-based treatment protocols, to design and conduct quality improvement and outcomes research, and to provide education, training, supervision, and evaluation of other behavioral health practitioners. Psychology training emphasizes application of evidence-based assessment and intervention appropriate to the clinical needs and context of care. Psychologists’ advanced training generally allows for more flexibility in interpreting and individualizing evidence-based models of care. For example, psychologists could help create and run programs on emerging innovations in eHealth care such as telehealth interventions (Palermo & Wilson, 2009; Wade et al., in press) or the use of cell phone technologies (Mulvane et al., 2012) to improve medical adherence. Psychologists may be valuable in helping to coordinate the medical, mental health, and community care of children with chronic health conditions and their families. Psychologists bring a consultant perspective to the primary care practice, offering expertise in understanding how human factors affect health care quality, research methods, and system design. In this way, psychologists provide substantial “value added” beyond what other behavioral health providers can offer.
Opportunities for Research

There is emerging evidence that greater integration in health care leads to increased engagement of patients in mental health care, better outcomes, and greater medical cost offsets (Collins et al., 2010). An important role for psychologists in the changing health care environment is in conceptualizing and carrying out outcomes-based research. One result of health care reform is growing awareness of the need to incorporate interprofessional, medical-home, and integrated-care concepts into more clinically relevant research (Rozensky & Janicke, 2012). Evidence-based assessment and treatment studies conducted in real-world pediatric primary care settings that have more direct applicability to clinical practice have been encouraged (Roberts, Canter, & Odar, 2012). The new scholarly journal Clinical Practice in Pediatric Psychology, which aims to emphasize work that incorporates evidence from the science base while providing a forum for clinicians to report on their activities and inform future research activities, is a promising outlet for disseminating research on pediatric primary care services.

To this end, there are at least these three research priorities for pediatric psychologists:

1. Demonstration of the efficacy and effectiveness of interventions in pediatric primary care. There have been a few randomized controlled trials that have demonstrated the efficacy of primary care interventions compared with other service systems in pediatrics (Bower, Garralda, Kramer, Harrington, & Sibbald, 2001). Outcome studies have generally shown increased access to mental health providers and increased communication between mental health and medical providers in primary care (Campo et al., 2005; Connor et al., 2006; Sobel et al., 2001). Early evidence of efficacy demonstrates that children are much more likely to receive mental health services in primary care than if they are referred out for behavioral services (Kolko et al., 2012). With respect to health behavior change, a growing literature on empirically supported treatments in pediatric psychology exists, but these treatments have yet to be transported into primary care settings. For example, Channon et al. (2007) used a randomized controlled trial to demonstrate that motivational interviewing was effective in facilitating positive behavioral changes in teenagers with Type I diabetes and subsequent improvement in glycemic control. Researchers face challenges to demonstrating efficacy: There are few agreed-upon methods for assessing proximal outcomes, and it is difficult to prove the impact of services because many important health outcomes are distant in children (e.g., cardiac disease).

2. Documentation of quality of services. Program evaluation and quality improvement studies in the primary care setting are vital to providing documentation of quality of services and are increasingly tied to reimbursement (Unützer et al., 2012). Quality indicators include such things as increased identification of and access to services and patient satisfaction (Walders et al., 2000). What do families and collaborating physicians say about important features such as convenience, time to first appointment, stigma/comfort, communication, and perceived benefit of primary care services? Research evaluating patient and provider satisfaction and effectiveness of mental health services in pediatric primary care has been largely supportive of co-located and integrated models of care.

3. Increase focus on cost offset of treatments in primary care settings. There is a critical need to document the cost offset of psychological treatments provided in pediatric primary care settings for mental health conditions (e.g., ADHD, depression) as well as for chronic health conditions (e.g., obesity, sleep disorders, asthma, headaches, and diabetes). Recently, for example, Volkenant and Hosterman (2012) presented preliminary data on pediatric psychology interventions in primary care clinics with youth who presented in crisis, mostly with suicidal concerns. In 6 months, these pediatric psychologists intervened with 17 youths who previously would have been sent to an emergency room for assessment. After primary care assessment and interventions, only one teen required more expensive emergency room services and eventual hospitalization. All of the others obtained follow-up services in the primary care clinic. The cost savings impressed hospital administrators and led to increased support for the pediatric psychologists’ services in the primary care clinic.

Economic Factors

A major impediment to the development, implementation, and sustainability of pediatric primary care psychology programs is financing. Lack of adequate payment mechanisms for collaborative care is perhaps the greatest obstacle to implementation of co-located integrated pediatric primary care models (Tynan, Woods, & Carpenter, 2013). Coding and billing are complex issues and are particularly troublesome for behavioral health services in primary care. While billing and reimbursement requirements and patterns will likely change in coming years with implementation of the Affordable Care Act, service reimbursement by third-party payors is typically driven by diagnostic codes and procedures, and less formal behavioral health services delivered in integrated settings have not yet been assigned reimbursable codes. Moreover, reimbursement rates for interventions (e.g., psychotherapy) are usually the same for master’s-level clinicians and doctoral psychologists despite recognition of their differing levels of training and expertise. Payers impose restrictions on payment for services represented by various codes; for example, the “Health and Behavior” codes are not always paid, or paid adequately, although they were designed to cover the psychosocial care of children with physical health conditions.

Another barrier is that reimbursement is generally not available for telephone, e-mail, or electronically mediated care, for administration and interpretation of health risk assessments, or for collaboration between providers. Collaboration often requires joint and/or sequential appointments for the child/family with the pediatrician and the psychologist—but some payers do not pay for two services performed on the same date with the same diagnosis. Parent education groups are among the most effective evidence-based treatments for disruptive behavior disorders, and yet there is no mechanism
available to pay a psychologist to run such groups in a pediatric practice. Activities such as consultation and teaching, screening, prevention, and care coordination are even more challenging to fund. Payment may be denied because services are provided for conditions that do not meet diagnostic criteria for a mental disorder. These problems with adequate payment for behavioral health care face PPCPs as well as psychologists: PPCPs frequently are not paid for visits associated with mental health or behavioral concerns because they are not recognized as behavioral specialists by Medicaid or third-party payors; and payment is not available for preventive or family-based services. Other economic challenges have been described, including increased billing paperwork for office staff, increased demand for clinic space, and long-term salary sustainability (Williams et al., 2006).

The American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Committee on Health Care Access and Economics and the American Academy of Pediatrics Task Force on Mental Health (2009) created a joint position paper to try to improve the mental health and wellness of children by reducing administrative and financial barriers to access and collaboration. They outlined recommendations relevant to psychologists and behavioral specialists for reimbursement for the range of services and activities necessary to provide adequate services in the primary care setting to address the mental health needs of children and adolescents (e.g., support payment for standardized screening for mental health problems, sessions with parents when the child is not present, non-face-to-face interventions such as communication with teachers, telemedicine, and team conferencing). In addition to the above recommendations, health and behavior codes are likely to be a key payment mechanism for working with medically ill children and families and could be instrumental to the financial sustainability of integrated primary care psychology practice.

Integrated care models in adult settings have demonstrated economic benefits including reduced medical costs, greater patient satisfaction, lower provider turnover, and increased productivity (Blount et al., 2007), but data about comparable cost savings in pediatric settings are less readily available (Rozensky & Janicke, 2012). Further research will be needed to demonstrate the necessity and cost-effectiveness of primary care interventions in order to justify payment. Under the Affordable Care Act, an emphasis on the value of behavioral health services within medical homes for Medicaid and Federally Qualified Health Centers provides some hope for potentially higher reimbursement rates for some activities, but models are still in development.

Concluding Remarks

Despite early initiatives in pediatric primary care beginning in the 1960s, the evolution of behavioral health services in primary care for children has been slow, with efforts driven more by pediatricians than by psychologists (Perrin, 1999). We are more aware than ever that too many children have unmet mental health needs and that families struggle with managing children’s health-related behaviors. This recognition has generated interest in developing models to meet demands. Alternative approaches that place psychologists as health care partners with physicians in the primary care setting and that can demonstrate effectiveness and economic viability are needed. Electronic technology, practice consolidation and coordination, and personalized medicine will likely increase the pace of change in health services for primary care, including services by psychologists.

Where will psychologists fit into the future of pediatric primary care? Psychologists possess a unique skill set and knowledge base for advancing the development of innovative and responsive evidence-based clinical screening and intervention programs in pediatric primary care settings. Furthermore, pediatric psychologists bring a knowledge base of child and adolescent medical conditions and the biopsychosocial model that is necessary for effective participation on an integrated care team. They are equipped to provide consultation on complex cases and supervise master’s-level therapists. Moreover, psychologists are able to guide quality improvement and outcomes research and foster an educational atmosphere that encourages intraprofessional practice and cross-training. In medical settings, psychologists who demonstrate both clinical and scientific acumen will find that their contributions are highly valued.

Conversations about integrated systems of care for children are taking place with intensity as the nation braces for the next wave of health care reform. At the national, state, and local levels, there is a great need for psychologists to be present in those discussions to advocate for children’s programs. In the past, psychologists have been underrepresented in important policy discussions. For example, involvement by psychologists on the American Academy of Pediatrics Task Force on Mental Health was minimal at best, whereas psychiatrist input was strong. Psychologists’ opinions are generally highly valued by pediatric providers, but there appear to be few psychologists who make themselves available for participation in key policy discussions, such as those taking place in important arenas including the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. To remedy this lack of input, professional organizations of child and pediatric psychologists at the state and national levels need to mobilize efforts, something that several divisions of APA (including Divisions 37, 53, and 54) are already undertaking. Moreover, psychologists with knowledge and experience are encouraged to become more active in pediatric societies such as the American Academy of Pediatrics and the Society for Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics, where they will have an opportunity to inform thought leaders and champions of child developmental and behavioral health. Psychologists’ voices must be heard in advocacy arenas, or there will be limited opportunities for meaningful participation in integrated systems of care for children.

A comprehensive system of care that includes a focus on primary care, on prevention, and on early intervention is critical to address the unmet health needs of children and adolescents. Such a system is not likely to be achieved by merely training future psychologists to provide direct traditional clinical services; rather, it will require training models that “emphasize organizing services, using evidence-based
practice, and working with other professionals in prevention, consultation, education and other areas in addition to direct treatment” (Tolan & Dodge, 2005, p. 611). For the sake of children in the future, psychologists are needed to help fulfill this mandate. After all, psychology is the basic science of behavior change, and psychologists should be taking a lead role in guiding the efforts of other health care professionals in this work.
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